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Large RNAs can collapse into compact conformations well before the
stable formation of the tertiary contacts that define their final folds. This
study identifies likely physical mechanisms driving these early compac-
tion events in RNA folding. We have employed time-resolved small-
angle X-ray scattering to monitor the fastest global shape changes of the
Tetrahymena ribozyme under different ionic conditions and with RNA
mutations that remove long-range tertiary contacts. A partial collapse in
each of the folding time-courses occurs within tens of milliseconds with
either monovalent or divalent cations. Combined with comparison to pre-
dictions from structural models, this observation suggests a relaxation of
the RNA to a more compact but denatured conformational ensemble in
response to enhanced electrostatic screening at higher ionic concen-
trations. Further, the results provide evidence against counterion-corre-
lation-mediated attraction between RNA double helices, a recently
proposed model for early collapse. A previous study revealed a second
100 ms phase of collapse to a globular state. Surprisingly, we find that
progression to this second early folding intermediate requires RNA
sequence motifs that eventually mediate native long-range tertiary inter-
actions, even though these regions of the RNA were observed to be
solvent-accessible in previous footprinting studies under similar con-
ditions. These results help delineate an analogy between the early confor-
mational changes in RNA folding and the “burst phase” changes and
molten globule formation in protein folding.
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RNA molecules fold into specific, intricate struc-
tures to carry out numerous biological functions.1

A deep understanding of RNA folding is thus a
prerequisite for explaining the workings of RNA
in current biology and throughout evolution,
especially given RNA’s likely role as the dominant
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Figure 1. (a) The Tetrahymena ribozyme. Native secondary structure of the Tetrahymena ribozyme,46 with arrows
connecting sequences identified as making long-range tertiary contacts. The ribozyme was prepared in the L-21 Sca I
form47 by in vitro transcription and column purification as described.48 Locations of sequence changes made in the
quintuple-knockout mutant are depicted as crosses†. Folding of this mutant is highly destabilized, with much lower
catalytic activity than the wild-type ribozyme (relative second-order rate constant [kcat/KM]G , 1025 for the reaction
E·CCCUCUAAAAA þ G ! E·CCCUCU þ GAAAAA with 10 mM or 50 mM Mg2þ at 25 8C, assayed as described49),
and little or no protection from hydroxyl radicals at 10 mM and 100 mM Mg2þ relative to no Mg2þ and compared to
the wild-type ribozyme (R.D. & D.H., unpublished results). (b) Cartoon illustrations of the physical mechanisms for
RNA collapse tested in this study, with cylinders representing negatively charged RNA double helices.

† The mutations in the quintuple-knockout molecule, implemented with the Stratagene QuikChange protocol, are
the following: Q1 (L2 ! UNCG), GGCAUGCACCU (39–49) to CUUCGGU; Q2 (A-rich-bulge ! U), AAUAAG (183–
188) to UUUUUU; Q3 (J6a/b ! base-pairs), UAAG (224–227) to AUA; Q4 (L9 ! UNCG), AAU (324–326) to C; Q5
(L9.1 ! UNCG), GAUGCAAC (346–353) to CUUCGG.
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biomolecule in the early stages of life.2 Further-
more, comparison of folding mechanisms of two
rather different biopolymers, RNA and proteins,
will likely illuminate general physical principles
of biopolymer folding. In recent years, a bounty of
solved structures of natural and man-made RNAs3

as well as biophysical elucidation of folding
pathways of large ribozymes4 have advanced a
description of RNA folding as a quasi-hierarchical
process, often hindered by kinetically stable mis-
folded intermediates. Nevertheless, from a
physical point of view, an outstanding challenge
remains: to characterize the fundamental forces
that guide RNAs along their folding pathways to
their native structures.

A model RNA studied by several laboratories is
the group I ribozyme from Tetrahymena thermophila,
the best characterized large RNA with respect to
catalytic function5 and three-dimensional
structure.6 – 8 The native fold of this ,400 nucleo-
tide ribozyme consists of several double-helical
segments whose global arrangement is mediated
by sequence-specific tertiary contacts between
single-stranded loops and bulges (Figure 1(a)).6 – 8

The ribozyme’s conformation and catalysis are
intimately coupled to metal ions,9,10 with folding
experiments usually initiated by the addition of
divalent magnesium ions.4 The majority of cations
bound to the ribozyme are not localized to specific
RNA sites but instead form a highly dynamic
counterion “atmosphere”,11 whose properties are
currently under intense theoretical scrutiny12,13

and are also a strong focus of the present experi-
mental study.

Recent discoveries, permitted by advances in
time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering
(trSAXS), have uncovered a new physical puzzle
in RNA folding. Upon addition of Mg2þ, the ribo-
zyme rapidly compacts from an extended state
with pre-formed double helices to a globular state
of nearly native dimensions well before formation
of any stable tertiary contacts.14 – 16 A similar result
has been reported for another large RNA, the
catalytic domain of the ribonuclease P RNA from
Bacillus subtilis.17 The studies with the Tetrahymena

ribozyme were able to resolve two phases of
collapse, with time constants of ,10 ms and
,100 ms, both shorter than the one second time
constant measured for the first protections from
solution hydroxyl radical cleavage.18 Ionic and
temperature conditions of the SAXS and hydroxyl
radical footprinting experiments were similar
though not identical†; we have thus adopted a
working model for this study wherein this early
collapse occurs without concomitant solvent
protections.15

At first glance, these collapsed RNA states might
be considered analogous to the molten globule
states that appear in the early folding stages of
numerous proteins, stabilized by hydrophobic
interactions.19 However, in a large RNA, the non-
polar faces of the nucleotide bases are already
largely buried into double helices prior to compac-
tion, excluding a generic RNA “hydrophobic
collapse”. In further contrast to protein collapse,
the massive negative charge of the RNA backbone
imposes a strong electrostatic penalty to compac-
tion. What, then, is the physical origin of rapid
RNA compaction?

We present initial tests of three classes of physi-
cal mechanisms for the early collapse of a large
RNA before the apparent formation of solvent-
protected tertiary contacts;15 each model is
illustrated in cartoon form in Figure 1(b). The
models, which are not necessarily exclusive of one
another, are described below, along with their
respective predictions that are tested herein.

Model 1. Electrostatic relaxation. The counterion
atmosphere of Mg2þ will more effectively screen
the strong Coulomb repulsion that pushes apart
RNA segments than the diffuse atmosphere
assembled from the low concentrations of mono-
valent ions in the starting solution.13,20 The result-
ing screening would allow thermal fluctuations to
relax the initially extended RNA molecule into a
more compact but still unstructured conformation-
al ensemble. According to this model, high concen-
trations of monovalent ions are predicted to induce
an electrostatic relaxation similar to that observed
with much lower concentrations of multivalent
ions.13,20

Model 2. Counterion-correlation-mediated
attraction. Sophisticated theoretical work predicts
that multivalent ions condensed around double
helices can induce a net attractive force between
helices, thereby providing a natural explanation
for RNA collapse.12,21 – 27 Simplified model simu-
lations of strongly charged helices show counter-
ions ordering into lattices between the helix
charges at very low temperature;24 the inter-helical
attractive force may be regarded as due to the
salt-bridges each counterion makes with neighbor-
ing phosphate groups on separate RNA segments.
At physiological temperatures, the attractive force
is induced by correlations between thermally
fluctuating counterion clouds that allow favorable
electrostatic interactions of individual cations with
multiple helices while minimizing cation–cation

† SAXS and footprinting studies have been conducted
at slightly different temperatures (42 8C and 15–37 8C,
respectively) and ionic conditions ([Naþ] ¼ 10 mM and
20 mM, respectively; [Mg2þ] ¼ 10 mM in both studies).
Differences in temperature do not appear to affect
compaction timescales, based on indistinguishable
second phase time constants at 15 8C, 25 8C, and 37 8C in
this and a previous SAXS study.15 Effects of monovalent
ionic differences, however, remain to be tested.
Increasing monovalent salt concentration to higher
concentrations has been shown to affect initial states and
folding rates of several large RNAs.15,16,50 – 53 In particular,
a recent study of Tetrahymena ribozyme folding at the
much higher Naþ concentration of 200 mM displayed
detectable protections on timescales of 100 ms and less,
although none of these protections was as strong as in
the native state.53
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Figure 2. Global shape changes
during folding of the Tetrahymena
ribozyme initiated by the addition
of Mg2þ. SAXS profiles obtained for
(a) the wild-type molecule and
(b) the tertiary-contact-knockout
mutant are displayed as Kratky
plots (s2IðsÞ versus s, where s ¼ 2 �
sinðu=2Þ=l; with u, the scattering
angle, and l, the X-ray wave-
length), a format in which more
compact globular states exhibit
stronger low-scattering-angle
peaks.30 Selected timepoints are
shown; all measured profiles are
given in the Supplementary
Material. Folding experiments were
performed at 25 8C, with 50 mM
Na–Mops (pH 7.0) (20 mM Naþ),
and with added ions as noted.
Timepoints from 15 ms to ten
minutes were acquired in a Bio-
Logic SFM 400 stopped-flow mixer
at beamline 12-ID (BESSRC CAT) at
the Advanced Photon Source
(APS), mixing equal volumes of a
4 mg/ml (30 mM) RNA solution
and a folding buffer with 30 mM
MgCl2 ([Mg2þ]final,total ¼ 15 mM;
[Mg2þ]final,free , 12 mM).15 Very fast
timepoints, 2–150 ms, were
acquired at beamline 8-ID at the
APS with microfabricated continu-
ous-flow mixers by flowing 4 mg/
ml of RNA through the mixer inlet
channel to mix with excess solu-
tion containing 10 mM MgCl2.

15

Repeated measurements with lower
RNA concentrations and analysis
of scattering intensity extrapolated
to zero scattering angle indicate

that aggregation is negligible for timepoints faster than one second (see the Supplementary Material). The lowest scat-
tering angles attained in the stopped-flow and continuous-flow measurements were not the same; to aid visual com-
parison, the low s region of the latter profiles have been extended (gray curves) with a quadratic Guinier
extrapolation (see the Supplementary Material). (c) Two-component fits of time-courses. As in a previous study, singu-
lar value decomposition reveals that all profiles can be described within noise as the linear combination of two basis
curves.15 However, if the scattering profile of a physical state happens to be a linear combination of the other two,
such a decomposition is consistent with the presence of three (or more) physical states.15 Each measured Kratky profile
was projected onto two basis profiles acquired for the unfolded (U) and folded (F) wild-type ribozyme. The fractional
weights of F in the projections ðPFÞ for the wild-type ribozyme (open and filled squares) and the quintuple-knockout
mutant (open and filled circles) can be fit most simply by a double-exponential for the wild-type
(PF ¼ a1ð1 2 e2t=t1 Þ þ a2ð1 2 e2t=t2 Þ; a1 ¼ 0:39ð^0:05Þ; t1 ¼ 3ð^1Þ ms, a2 ¼ 0:43ð^0:05Þ; t2 ¼ 100ð^30Þ ms) and by a
single-exponential for the mutant (a1 ¼ 0:28ð^0:01Þ; t1 ¼ 4ð^1Þ ms)†. Again, the ability to fit two phases with two
basis profiles in no way implied the absence of a third state. Filled symbols are from stopped-flow measurements,
and open symbols are from continuous-flow measurements; the data sets from the different mixers demonstrate
good agreement for overlapping timepoints. Radius-of-gyration (Rg) estimates, based on Guinier fits of the data at
the lowest s ranges, yield results in qualitative agreement with two-component fits, but have larger errors (see the
Supplementary Material).

repulsions.12,21 – 27 This effect can be considered a
classical analog of the van der Waals attraction
mediated by quantum correlations between the
electron clouds of atoms.23 This “counterion-corre-
lation-mediated attraction” is a strong candidate
for the driving force that condenses very long
double-stranded DNAs into toroidal aggregates
on the addition of multivalent cations.26 However,
the magnitude of such an attractive force has not

† Very rapid collapse of a sub-domain with a time
constant faster than 10 ms in the wild-type ribozyme
may account for the slightly larger fitted amplitude of
the partial-collapse phase in the wild-type time-course
compared to the tertiary-contact-knockout mutant.
Indeed, time-resolved footprinting data on the P5abc
sub-domain, both isolated and incorporated into the P4–
P6 domain, suggest that P5abc collapses with a time
constant of ,30 ms.16
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been quantified for large RNAs, whose flexibility at
bulges and junctions compared to continuous
DNA double helices may allow the interaction of
multiple helical segments and may increase the
attractive force.15,28 Monovalent ions alone are pre-
dicted to display insignificant correlations and to
therefore not induce this attraction.22 – 26

Model 3. Tertiary collapse. Different RNA
molecules are stabilized in different compact states
by different subsets of tertiary contacts, promoted
by Mg2þ, but the involved RNA elements are
buried in a sufficiently small fraction of the overall
population so as to not give detectable protection
from solution hydroxyl radicals in footprinting
experiments.15,16 Such contacts may be native or
non-native; we present an initial test here of a
specific version of this model in which the contacts
necessary for tertiary collapse are mediated by the
same loops and bulges that are involved in native
long-range tertiary contacts. In this specific model
for compaction, a mutant unable to form any of
the native long-range tertiary contacts would be
predicted to not undergo collapse upon addition
of Mg2þ.

The predictions from each of these mechanisms
for global RNA compaction have been tested by
obtaining trSAXS folding time-courses initiated
with different ionic conditions for the wild-type
Tetrahymena ribozyme and for a “quintuple-
knockout” mutant RNA unable to form the long-
range tertiary contacts critical for stabilizing the
native structure (see Figure 1(a)).

Testing models for collapse

Early partial collapse

We first discuss a striking feature that arose in all
of the RNA folding time-courses herein: a rapid
compaction to a partially collapsed state that
occurred on a timescale of 10 ms. Figure 2(a)
displays trSAXS folding time-courses for the wild-
type Tetrahymena ribozyme and a quintuple-
knockout mutant of the ribozyme, each initiated
by the addition of 10 mM Mg2þ. The wild-type
and mutant molecules both undergo initial com-
paction events with time constants that are the
same within error (3(^1) ms and 4(^1) ms;
Figure 2(c)) to states with similar global structures
(Figure 3, blue squares and circles), providing no
indication that long-range tertiary interactions are
required for this process (model 3). In addition,
counterion-correlation-mediated attraction
between RNA helices (model 2) is predicted to be
negligible in the presence of monovalent ions
alone,22 – 26,29 especially larger ions.24 However,
partial collapse of the RNA is induced by high
concentrations of Naþ and the bulkier N(CH3)4

þ

(Figure 3, green and red squares, respectively),
suggesting that this novel physical force is not the
explanation for the early partial collapse.

In contrast, the data are consistent with the
earliest RNA partial collapse being an electrostatic

relaxation of the initially extended RNA structure
(model 1) due to enhanced charge screening. In
the initial conditions of our experiments (20 mM
Naþ), Coulomb repulsion between RNA double
helices will not be screened effectively by the
monovalent atmosphere.13,20 The initial RNA struc-
ture should therefore consist of double helices
splayed away from each other. Such a structural
model is in agreement with the SAXS profile of
the unfolded state14,15 (Figure 3, broken line and
open symbols). Addition of either multivalent ions
or ,1 M monovalent ions is expected to effectively
screen inter-helical repulsion, thereby allowing the
initial conformation to relax to a more dynamic
conformational ensemble.13,20 The observed 15 ms
timepoints from each of these time-courses are
indeed consistent with the SAXS profile predicted
for a random conformational ensemble (Figure 3,
continuous line). There is thus no support for an
attractive force between RNA helical segments,
and a simple electrostatic relaxation can account
for the initial partial collapse events.

Second phase of collapse

Our previous studies also identified a second
phase of ribozyme collapse to a globular state
with a time constant of ,100 ms.15 This second
phase can be seen in the Kratky plots of Figure
2(a) and the fit in Figure 2(c) (squares). However,

Figure 3. SAXS profiles of unfolded and electrostati-
cally relaxed RNA states. Kratky plots are shown for the
unfolded states of the wild-type and quintuple mutant
ribozymes (open squares and circles, respectively; nearly
indistinguishable) and for early timepoints (15 ms) of the
time-courses of the wild-type ribozyme (blue squares)
and the quintuple-knockout mutant (blue circles) in
10 mM Mg2þ, and of wild-type time-courses in 1 M Naþ

(green squares) and 1 M N(CH3)4
þ (red squares). Experi-

mental profiles are compared to theoretical curves pre-
dicted from a coarse-grained model of the ribozyme
with double helices extended away from each other
(broken line) and with helices allowed to sample random
conformations (continuous line).15 Kratky profiles have
been normalized to the same integrated area to aid visual
comparison.
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this phase is absent in the folding pathway of the
quintuple-knockout mutant (Figure 2(b) and (c)).
This result implies that the second phase is
promoted by at least one RNA sequence motif
associated with a native long-range tertiary contact
(model 3), even though all of these contacts appear
to be solvent accessible on the 100 ms timescale in
hydroxyl radical footprinting experiments carried
out under similar conditions (see the footnote on
page 313).15,18

Proposed pathway for rapid compaction in a
large RNA

The experiments herein identify electrostatic
screening and tertiary collapse as the likely
physical mechanisms involved in the earliest
global folding events of the Tetrahymena ribo-

zyme. These conclusions are summarized in the
schematic pathway shown in Figure 4†. The
generic nature of these mechanisms suggests that
our results may be relevant to the early folding
pathways and collapsed intermediates of other
large structured RNAs.

Rapid partial collapse through
electrostatic relaxation

Upon addition of 10 mM Mg2þ, enhanced screen-
ing of helix–helix Coulomb repulsion by divalent
ions relaxes the ribozyme from the initial extended
state with double helices splayed away from each
other (Figure 4(a)) to a partially collapsed self-
avoiding conformational ensemble more appropri-
ate to the new ionic conditions (Figure 4(b)). The
conformational change does not require any native
long-range tertiary contacts‡. It is therefore likely
to be an obligatory step in the in vitro folding of
all large RNAs, when initiated by addition of
physiological concentrations of divalent ions to
initial “artificial” solution conditions of low ionic
strength.

This RNA relaxation appears analogous to the
sub-millisecond conformational changes seen in
the folding of several proteins initiated by dilution
of chemical denaturants. Such “burst phase”
protein changes have been proposed to be a
readjustment of the chemically denatured confor-
mational ensemble (a random coil state) to a more
compact, denatured state appropriate to the new
solvent condition, although the extent of
structure formation in such protein states is
currently under extensive debate.30 – 34 Regardless,

Figure 4. Physical model of the rapid compaction pathway of the Tetrahymena ribozyme. Gray shapes on cylinders
represent long-range tertiary contacts between RNA double helices. Estimated radius-of-gyration values (see the Sup-
plementary Material) are given below each state.

† A previous study15 noted two possible compaction
pathways in 10 mM Mg2þ: the sequential model shown
in Figure 4 and a scenario in which two initial
populations of the unfolded ribozyme that do not
interconvert on the experimental timescale undergo
compaction with different time constants of ,10 ms and
,100 ms. This second model predicts that the “partial-
collapse” SAXS profile at the intermediate time of
,30 ms corresponds to a mixed population of a compact
globule state and an unstable unfolded state, instead of
the single population predicted to occur in the sequential
model. However, the quintuple-knockout mutant
collapses to a stable state in 10 mM Mg2þ (Figure 2(b)
and (c)) with a profile indistinguishable from the wild-
type partially collapsed state. Furthermore, identical
partially collapsed SAXS profiles are obtained for the
quintuple-knockout mutant in 100 mM Mg2þ, high
concentrations (1 M) of monovalent ions, and low
concentrations (1–10 mM) of Co(NH3)6

3þ and the
polyamines spermidine3þ and spermine4þ (results not
shown). These results most simply suggest that the
partially collapsed state observed for the wild-type
ribozyme corresponds to a single population, favoring
the sequential collapse through a relaxed state (Figure 4)
over the alternative scenario with two parallel
populations.

‡ A question remains of whether all the RNA helix–
helix junctions in this relaxed ensemble are truly random
or whether some or all of the junctions maintain a local
structure. Such locally folded junctions might be
expected to give significant protections to hydroxyl
radical cleavage,54 which may be detectable in high-
precision footprinting experiments with improved band
fitting methods.53
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the RNA relaxation contrasts with the protein
readjustment in several ways: (i) the likely physical
mechanism, electrostatic screening versus hydro-
phobic collapse; (ii) the presence of pre-formed
secondary structure in the “unfolded” RNA state
but not in most proteins; and (iii) the expected
change in the number of accessible global confor-
mations, with an increase in RNA flexibility after
relaxation versus a decrease in protein confor-
mational freedom after collapse.

Despite the apparent simplicity of the electro-
static relaxation mechanism, the timescale of RNA
collapse (10 ms) appears to be much slower than
Mg2þ association or any fundamental “speed
limit” for conformational changes of nucleic acids.
For example, formation of model hairpins from
single-stranded DNA has been timed at 1–10 ms35

and folding of a three-way RNA junction at
100 ms36 under similar ionic conditions. We there-
fore suggest that the junctions connecting the
helices of unfolded RNAs in low ionic strength
solutions are not freely mobile loops. Rather, these
junctions may be structured, stabilized by hydro-
gen bonds and base-stacking interactions that are
compatible with the RNA’s electrostatically
extended conformation. The breaking of these
initial interactions then slows the rate of the
earliest global conformation changes of the ribo-
zyme to a few milliseconds, rather than tens of
microseconds, or less. The frustration of even
these earliest global changes in a large RNA is
consistent with the general tendency of RNA to
promiscuously form stable, non-native structures
observed in numerous experiments probing
different steps of RNA folding4,37 – 41 and in strong
contrast to protein motion.

We anticipate that future investigations of both
the global and local structure of this RNA relaxed
folding intermediate will be greatly simplified by
the isolation here of a thermodynamically stable
analog of this state, the tertiary-contact-knockout
mutant, whose folding progresses no further than
the relaxed state (Figure 3).

Tertiary collapse

After electrostatic relaxation, the ribozyme
collapses on a 100 ms timescale to a globular state
(Figure 4(c)), which rearranges on slower time-
scales to form stable tertiary structure
(Figure 4(d)), as monitored by protections of the
tertiary contacts from solution radicals.14,15,18

A generic attractive inter-helical force, such as a
counterion-correlation-mediated attraction,12,21 – 26

is unlikely to stabilize the 100 ms state, since such
a globular state is not attained by the quintuple-
knockout mutant. Rather, sequence motifs required
for the formation of native long-range RNA
tertiary contacts are found here to be critical for
formation of the 100 ms state.

Such sequence motifs, despite their importance
in this 100 ms “tertiary collapse”, appear to be
unprotected from solvent in hydroxyl radical foot-

printing studies with similar, but not identical,
temperature and ionic conditions (see the footnote
on page 313).15,18 Further studies, probing Tetrahy-
mena ribozyme folding by both footprinting and
trSAXS under identical conditions and with
additional mutant forms of the ribozyme, will be
necessary to test our working model that collapse
occurs without concomitant protection from sol-
vent. According to this model, tertiary collapse
leads to an ensemble of compact ribozyme confor-
mations, in which tertiary contact formation is
unsynchronized or transient, so that no individual
long-range tertiary contact is buried from solvent
in the majority of the conformations. If such sub-
states do not interconvert at subsequent times,
ribozyme folding would best be described as invol-
ving a large number of pathways. If the compact
sub-states do interchange quickly, it would be
reasonable to denote this intermediate ensemble
an RNA molten globule state, just as conformation-
al ensembles of proteins with near-native compact-
ness but without stable tertiary structure have been
termed molten globules.19,42,43 The contacts stabiliz-
ing such an RNA molten globule state may well be
native, in analogy with findings of native-like fold-
ing topology in protein molten globules.44,45

In summary, our results lead to three major
conclusions.

(1) The fastest phase of ribozyme collapse (3–
4 ms) is induced not only by the divalent ion Mg2þ

but also by Naþ and N(CH3)4
þ, implying that coun-

terion-correlation-mediated attraction (model 2)
does not explain this faster phase.

(2) The fastest phase of ribozyme collapse (3–
4 ms) occurs in a highly destabilized quintuple-
knockout mutant as well as in the wild-type ribo-
zyme. Therefore, long-range tertiary contacts
(model 3) are not required for this phase. In combi-
nation with (1), above, and structural modeling,
electrostatic relaxation (model 1) emerges as the
favored explanation for the fastest phase of ribo-
zyme compaction.

(3) The quintuple-knockout mutant does not dis-
play the subsequent phase of collapse (,100 ms)
that is observed for the wild-type ribozyme,
suggesting that at least one of the sequence motifs
involved in native long-range tertiary contacts is
required for this phase. Footprinting studies
suggest that no region of the ribozyme is strongly
protected from solvent after this tertiary collapse,
leading to a working model of the tertiary col-
lapsed state as an ensemble of compact intermedi-
ates, either formed along multiple folding
pathways or comprising an RNA molten globule
state.

Combining global shape information from SAXS
and information about individual nucleotides
from hydroxyl radical footprinting, obtained for
Tetrahymena ribozyme constructs with indi-
vidually mutated tertiary contacts, promises to
further illuminate the structures and underlying
energetics of these earliest intermediates in RNA
folding.
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